If you’re considering a Cameo Resort Vehicle by Carriage, chances are you are a seasoned RV’er already. World travelers, Snowbirds, or any educated subscriber to our lifestyle know that there are a lot of so-called “luxury, full-time” coaches on the market. What Carriage owners know and have come to love is the fact that Carriage products are superior in every way. Elegant rooms, quality design and build, amenities at your fingertips. It's all by design. You are now entering the new world of resort vehicles. It’s a world we’ve been comfortable with for over 40 years. We’ll take care of the details. You just choose your premier destination.
Carriage has been building luxury fifth wheels since 1968. We design and build almost every part of your coach in-house. Why? Because our founder had higher standards. Today you will enjoy the benefits of decades of refinement and top quality.

Customer
You matter most. From design, to building it, right to service long after the sale, Carriage has always put its customers first. The royal treatment is just as obvious at the campground as it is if you need service of any sort. Perhaps that’s why Carriage has more repeat buyers. Experience our world-class coaches that are worlds apart. And we hope you enjoy your stay!

Choice
Our on-staff interior designers have years of resort vehicle experience. They study the automotive, yacht and five-star hotel industries, along with the recreational and full-time RV industries, to bring you more upscale choices. Better fabrics, materials, color combinations, hardwood styles and stains along with room layouts are only available with Carriage products.

Construction
Carriage’s solid reputation for craftsmanship starts with coaches built on a superior chassis. Designed and manufactured in-house, only Carriage products offer a dual floor system, aluminum cage construction (far superior to laminated walls), insulated slide rooms for full-time living, efficient “zoned” heating and cooling, and much more. This is truly an over-built coach.

Convenience
Our guests tell us they love how everything is available at the touch of a button. Whether it’s during set-up with our Bigfoot® instant leveling system and convenient docking center, or while living with adjustable shower height, personal reading light switches, easy-out slide rooms, or just taking it all with you. Only Carriage offers 181 cubic feet of storage space.

Comfort
Any reputable luxury resort will lavish you in comfort. And Carriage Resort Vehicles will not disappoint. From first impressions to our deep list of features, you’ll be pampered with amenities like rich leather furniture (standard, not an upgrade), modern entertainment centers, a full wall slide for extra room, even a mud room and more. You’ll know you’ve arrived!
Some see a penthouse suite, others a luxury yacht cuddy cabin, while others a higher level of refinement. Whichever the case, our intentions are to bring you something that stands apart from the ordinary. Enter Cameo Resort Vehicles.

Pamper yourself even in the powder room. Cameo has the largest, most well-appointed in the business. Just like a resort.
Full-height cabinets, ball-bearing drawer guides, stainless steel sinks, top name-brand appliances, and plenty of workspace. What else would you expect?

Fine Dining

First class even in the master suite! True residential-sized beds along with plushness and high styling. Cameo features dual-access bathrooms as well.
Is your house insulated with styrofoam? Then why would you want your RV to be? Our wall construction and insulation are more balanced than others who use laminate walls. Less moisture, more breathability, and whole-house climate control.

Everything is better at a resort. But how about taking more with you? Only Cameo comes with under-floor main pass-through, utility room and rear basement storage compartments that equal 181 cubic feet! A lot of golf clubs, croquet sets and dogs. It is the most storage in the industry.

You’ll Believe in Bigfoot®!

This single-button auto-leveling system is a standard feature on Cameo. It includes four independent cylinders each with their own pump and reservoir. No long hydraulic lines to leak or break. No return springs or hinges to rust or break. A 10" x 10" foot pad means less chance of sinking. And your Bigfoot leveling system offers 29-tons of total power! That’s plenty of power to handle the most uneven site or location. It comes with a 5-year limited warranty. Lifetime on the cylinders. 24 / 7 Technical Service and an 800 number listed right on the coach. This is yet another example of Carriage’s engineering domination and industry innovation.

Leaves Nothing Behind.

The most storage available! Three large outside compartments total 181 cubic feet, sir.

Front Storage
The front utility compartment has 52 cu/ft of lighted storage. That’s a lot for this area by anyone’s standards.

Rear Basement
No one offers this unique rear storage BUT CARRIAGE. It features a lot of additional, usable space.

Main Basement
This giant under-floor storage area is almost 100 cu/ft. It’s fully-finished and features secure baggage doors.
Escape From The Rest of the RV World.

Control Center
All necessary exterior hook-ups to the coach are located in one place. Our docking center makes setup more convenient. A light is properly placed for night hook-up. Phone switch, television, cable/satellite jacks, city water, black tank flush and sensor, outside sprayer feature hot or cold water and 15' hose, fresh water drain and more. All insulated and enclosed. Also note we do not use cable dump valves at this location. They corrode and if detach are hard to reconnect. Don’t be fooled. We do it right.

Max Breeze Ahead
In the bedrooms of a Carriage coach, you’ll find two of the largest windows in the industry. Above the bed is a 58” x 15” and the other is 48” x 24”. By using the two windows, you can enjoy a cool nights breeze or the fresh air of a spring day without the use or noise of fans or the air conditioner. Both sides of the bed window open for personalized adjustment. All possible with well-thought-out room designs and window placement. Spacious and livable. What you’d expect in a resort vehicle.

Three-Zone Lighting
Halogen lighting in two rows are located down each side of your interior illuminating the coach. These Halogen bulbs are designed for up to 2,000 hours of use before replacement. Outside of the warm, true light, we break the Cameo down into THREE ZONES of lights. Each zone is attached to a dimmer switch allowing perfect adjustment of light for every situation. No more messing with old-fashioned, yellow incandescent lights or having to reach the ceiling to adjust each light.

87° Turning Radius
That’s tight! We didn’t copy or steal this technology. Carriage has been building high-end fifth wheels with awesome turning for decades—long before most of the competitors have been in business. Carriage also pioneered “turning radius” for both short bed and long bed trucks. With over 40 years of experience, you can see how we understand what customers want and need when actually using the products. Small details and large, you can see why Carriage customers don’t leave.

Traveling, vacationing or living with Cameo Resort Vehicles are like discovering that secret getaway destination tucked in a remote part of paradise. Most of the industry and prospective buyers are not aware of the exclusive convenience features Carriage offers. Make reservations today and tour one of the most unique, memorable RV’s. You won’t be disappointed!

Drawer Guides
Many use ball-bearing drawer guides today. What most do NOT use is 14 bearing guides (vs. 10) with a positive catch so they stay in place when traveling. The reason for the catch? Our drawers pull so smooth they need help staying in place when in transit. And the food pantry includes real drawers, not sub-standard white wire cages. Talk to a real coach user and they will explain how BAD the cages work. We put 5-6 real, full extension drawers in our pantry for a truly residential, usable and functional pantry.

Leaf Table & Chairs
Available in Glazed or Arlington Cherry finishes, your dinette table and chairs are crafted for quality and designed for comfort. You will not find any “spring loaded” mechanism for the table either, like lesser brands. True Amish craftsmanship build each table with a self storing leaf underneath. Real quality means everything is built and designed to operate correctly. Other kitchen area features include an undermounted stainless steel sink w/covers, full height cabinets and DuPont® Corian solid surface countertops.

Bathroom & Vents
A Carriage coach bathroom has a dedicated A/C and heat ducting system. This room is just as important as the remainder of the coach and should be temperature controlled. Also you’ll find an adjustable nozzle to accommodate all sizes and maximize the shower experience. Not in the face or the chest—just water where you want it. A one-piece shower is one solid piece of fiberglass without seams. Less chance for leaks. The shower also features extra reinforcements in the floor for more durability.

Full Wall Slideout
The most epic, paradigm-shifting invention in fifth wheels yet has been Carriage’s industry-only full-wall slideout technology. Our team of engineers (another Carriage exclusive, real engineers!) invented the concept. Cameo’s actual full-wall slideout means that the entire side (nearly 30’) of the floorplan slides out to create more space and actual living area than most. Floorplan models 32FWS and 36FWS feature the full wall while most other Cameo floorplans provide large, multiple slides.
Carriage builds its slides for slide rooms above the sub and below the main floors. Others cut into their frame for slide mechanisms, which weakens the chassis. We encourage full-time RVing and back it with a 5-year warranty!

A Cameo frame (above) features an exclusive square platform chassis design. It’s engineered, constructed and welded in our own plant for superior quality. Learn about a Carriage frame design at carriageinc.com

Notice that throughout this resort brochure we hide no details nor story? We believe that quality and honesty go hand-in-hand. At Carriage, these cut-away renderings of our three main components—the sidewalls, roof and floor—are critical components worth showing off.

Sidewall Construction R-15
1) Gel-Coat Fiberglass
2) Luann Backer
3) 2” Box Tube Aluminum
4) Owens Corning Insulation (R-7)
5) Decorated Interior Wall Board

Roof Construction R-16
1) TPO Vinyl Roofing
2) 1/2” Thick Roof Decking
3) 2 Blankets of Owens Corning Insulation
4) Box Tube Aluminum Roof Trusses
5) Decorated Interior Ceiling Board

Floor Construction R-24
1) Carpet/Linoleum
2) 1/2” Carpet Pad
3) Plywood 5/8”
4) Owens Corning Insulation
5) 2 x 3” Welded Aluminum Main Floor
6) Polymax Vapor Barrier
7) Second/Third layers of Owens Corning Insulation
8) 12” Double Stacked Box Tube Steel Frame
9) Second Polymax Vapor Barrier
Before You Reserve Any Other RV, Be Sure You Check The Following:

- 40+ years focused on building high-end fifth wheel coaches.
- Manufactures most components in-house for top quality.
- 12” square platform chassis vs. 10” vertical beam with holes.
- Electric, gear-driven rack and pinion slideouts.
- Exposure-grade, tongue-n-groove 5/8” plywood sub floor.
- Triple-thick insulated and breathable underbelly material.
- Insulated slideout rooms.
- Heated holding tanks.
- Aluminum cage construction vs. laminated walls. (see website)
- Better moisture, condensation and humidity control.
- Carrier HVAC and dehumidifier.
- Frameless flush windows.
- H-Seal slideout innovation.
- Texturized, polyolefin (TPO rubber roof system)
- Bigfoot auto leveling system.
- 181 cubic feet of exterior storage in 3 easy-access locations.
- Interior halogen zoned lighting.
- Full wall slideouts.

Dealing
Exposure-grade, tongue-n-groove 5/8” plywood is used for all sub flooring. Plywood provides the best support when compared to the OSB flooring used in other fifth wheels.

Underbelly
A Polyester fabric covers the coaches underbelly. It is highly durable and protects the undercarriage, is resistant to road salt and oil, is puncture-resistant and also breathable.

Running Gear
Dexter® E-Z Lube axles are secured with heavy-duty springs. We use more steel and stronger welds on our frame’s spring hangers. A Mor-Ryde suspension is standard on Cameo.

Holding Tanks
Large holding tanks are insulated and heated by the furnace. Most RV’s have R-14 insulation on their floors. Carriage uses three layers to help ensure comfort for full-time users.

Underbelly
A Polyester fabric covers the coaches underbelly. It is highly durable and protects the undercarriage, is resistant to road salt and oil, is puncture-resistant and also breathable.

Running Gear
Dexter® E-Z Lube axles are secured with heavy-duty springs. We use more steel and stronger welds on our frame’s spring hangers. A Mor-Ryde suspension is standard on Cameo.

Holding Tanks
Large holding tanks are insulated and heated by the furnace. Most RV’s have R-14 insulation on their floors. Carriage uses three layers to help ensure comfort for full-time users.

Trimless Windows
Developed by Hehr® for Carriage, our unique windows are highly styled yet functional. They’re frameless, tinted, more leak resistant and can be tipped out without worry in rain.

Slide Room Advantages: H-Seal & The Wedge
Carriage prides itself on offering better construction and stronger slide rooms. Among exclusive designs is our “H” seal. It’s a rubber “squeege” enclosure that actually wipes elements from the walls and roof when in operation. The Wedge is another Carriage-only idea that creates a slant by which water and other elements are directed away from the coach.

Security
Break-ins happen more frequently than you’d imagine. Our popular windowless entry door (with peep hole) provides no breakable access by which an intruder can unlock your coach.

Other mere recreational vehicles boast of opulent styling and rugged construction. We’ll let them talk. Carriage products are in an elite class because of the facts. We encourage you to compare our features and reputation to any other before you make an investment. For very little more, you can be living the high life. In a Resort Vehicle from Carriage.

A Better Warranty For Sure.

TWO-YEAR, HITCH-TO-BUMPER WARRANTY
This full warranty covers everything and everything in between. From manufacturers’ defects to workmanship. This is 100% longer than any competitors and a true testament of our belief that a Carriage is built better.

STRUCTURAL WARRANTY
Let’s be clear, there is no manufacturer in competition with Carriage offering a real structural warranty for five (5) years. They are all one (1) year. We KNOW we build the best and we back it up with a genuine, peace-of-mind structural warranty in writing.

IMPORTANT WARRANTY NOTE
Carriage honors its warranties even to FULL-TIME USERS! Most other manufacturers DISCOURAGE any part- or full-time use. Why? Because their products will not hold up due to their inferior materials and chassis. With a Cameo or any Carriage product, we ENCOURAGE as much use as possible for our customers. If we are so confident in our product for the full-time, imagine how well a Cameo will perform for the weekend RVer. This is a solid investment!
**32FWS Cameo**

- Exterior Length: 32' 11"
- Exterior Width: 96"
- Exterior Height with A/C: 12' 11"
- Dry Axle Weight (lb): 9,568
- Hitch Weight (lb): 2,590
- Total Dry Weight (lb): 12,158
- Average Load Capacity (lb): 2,841
- Axles (Number of): 2
- Fresh Water Capacity with Water Heater (gal): 82
- Black/Gray Holding Tank Capacity (gal): 38/72

**33CKQ Cameo**

- Exterior Length: 33' 11"
- Exterior Width: 96"
- Exterior Height with A/C: 12' 8"
- Dry Axle Weight (lb): 10,225
- Hitch Weight (lb): 2,325
- Total Dry Weight (lb): 12,450
- Average Load Capacity (lb): 2,644
- Axles (Number of): 2
- Fresh Water Capacity with Water Heater (gal): 82
- Black/Gray Holding Tank Capacity (gal): 62/62

**34CK3 Cameo**

- Exterior Length: 34' 11"
- Exterior Width: 96"
- Exterior Height with A/C: 12' 8"
- Dry Axle Weight (lb): 9,830
- Hitch Weight (lb): 1,900
- Total Dry Weight (lb): 11,730
- Average Load Capacity (lb): 2,619
- Axles (Number of): 2
- Fresh Water Capacity with Water Heater (gal): 82
- Black/Gray Holding Tank Capacity (gal): 62/62

**35FD3 Cameo**

- Exterior Length: 35' 11"
- Exterior Width: 96"
- Exterior Height with A/C: 12' 8"
- Dry Axle Weight (lb): 10,035
- Hitch Weight (lb): 2,125
- Total Dry Weight (lb): 12,160
- Average Load Capacity (lb): 2,839
- Axles (Number of): 2
- Fresh Water Capacity with Water Heater (gal): 82
- Black/Gray Holding Tank Capacity (gal): 62/62

**35SB3 Cameo**

- Exterior Length: 35' 11"
- Exterior Width: 96"
- Exterior Height with A/C: 12' 8"
- Dry Axle Weight (lb): 10,060
- Hitch Weight (lb): 2,440
- Total Dry Weight (lb): 12,500
- Average Load Capacity (lb): 2,699
- Axles (Number of): 2
- Fresh Water Capacity with Water Heater (gal): 82
- Black/Gray Holding Tank Capacity (gal): 62/62

**36FWS Cameo**

- Exterior Length: 36' 11"
- Exterior Width: 96"
- Exterior Height with A/C: 12' 11"
- Dry Axle Weight (lb): 10,820
- Hitch Weight (lb): 2,630
- Total Dry Weight (lb): 13,450
- Average Load Capacity (lb): 2,749
- Axles (Number of): 2
- Fresh Water Capacity with Water Heater (gal): 82
- Black/Gray Holding Tank Capacity (gal): 38/72

---

*Above listed weights are actual units that include all slide out rooms and all popular options ordered on most coaches. These weights are provided as a guideline only. The actual weight of each individual unit (all units are weighed as they come off the production line) is posted inside each vehicle.

**Fresh Water capacity include the combined capacity of the Fresh water tanks and the water heater.**
Choices For The Sophisticated Resort Vehicle.

Plush fabrics are hand-chosen by interior designers to make your coach as comfortable as it is attractive. Carpets are thicker, fabrics are stain-resistant, and designs are decorator quality. Carriage designs and sews many items in-house for optimal quality assurance. Solid wood door stiles (shown below) are available in two distinct stains. Varnish is hand-applied and crafted by some of the finest old-world amish craftsmen in the midwest. If you want a better choice in RV's—there's only one genuine choice.
**Popular Cameo Standard Features:**
- Bigfoot® auto-leveling system
- Three-zone halogen lighting system
- Carefree electric awning
- Modern, frameless window design
- Corian® countertops throughout
- Stainless steel under-mounted kitchen sink
- Hardwood stiled cabinetry
- Air mattress hide-a-bed sofa

**Popular Cameo Optional Items:**
- Central Vacuum
- Fireplace
- Coffee table with lift top
- Fantastic® vent fan
- Kitchen island
- 22” LCD bedroom TV
- Mor/Ryde® pinbox
- Second air conditioner
- And many more standards & options

---

**Customer Satisfaction.**
Our goal is to constantly achieve 100% customer satisfaction every day. You live with our products, so we want you to love our products! Our experience, passion for quality, and industry-leading warranties prove you’re making the right investment. And Carriage has received numerous DSI (Dealer Satisfaction Index) awards from the RV Dealer Association over the years, proving we’re doing it right.

**History of Carriage**
Over 40 years in the making, Carriage RV’s (Resort Vehicles) are superior in every way. We design and build as much as possible in-house, which assures our higher quality standards are met. Learn more about Carriage’s long history and World-Class products at carriageinc.com on the Web.

**Testimonials**
You surf the internet and read blog sites before making a large purchase. Listen to what our customers are saying. There are more satisfied Carriage owners than pretty much any other brand. We’re so confident that a Carriage model is built right, we back them by an industry-leading warranty and encourage full-time use!

**Travel Club Members**
Be part of an exclusive club! The Carriage Travel Club is one of the oldest owner’s clubs today. There are regional clubs, newsletters, access to our 20-site on-campus campground and service center, and a Grand National rally.

**Wise Investment**
Built better does not always equal “costs less” or “cheaper.” But how do you measure value? Besides noticeably higher Blue Book values, we suggest you study the standard features and brand quality versus the competition. Carriage models are built to last. Like a fort, but not that much more expensive.

**Cameo’s Popular Amenities & Accessories.**

---

**More Details Online.** Visit us on the Web for more details and information about Carriage the company, its products, a full list of standard and optional features, construction details, news, and the location of your nearest Carriage dealer.

**Carriage, Inc.**
P.O. BOX 246
MILLERSBURG, IN 46543
PHONE: 574.642.3622
TOLL FREE: 800.832.3632
FAX: 574.642.3319
CARRIAGEINC.COM

**Manufacturer’s Note:** Due to constant product improvements, the specifications, component parts and standard/optional equipment are subject to change without notice or obligation. Product photography or diagrams may show equipment that is optional. Carriage, Inc. reserves the right to make changes in prices and models and to discontinue models without notice or obligation. Components, parts or chassis may have been manufactured at times other than the model year indicated. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. All dry weights are based on standard model features and do not include optional features or equipment. Various RV coach components and features may differ to conform to local codes.
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